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In this supplementary, we will first provide more visu-
alization results of different methods in Section 1. Then,
we will analyze the impact of adding residual features to
different layers in Section 2. Then, we will show the har-
monized results of the same foreground pasted on different
backgrounds in Section 3. We will compare different adver-
sarial losses in Section 4 and show the results of multiple
foregrounds in Section 5.

1. Visual Comparison with Baselines

We choose the competitive baselines SANet [5],
AdaAttN [3], StyTr2 [2], E2STN [6], DPH [4] from two
groups of baselines, in which E2STN and DPH are from
painterly image harmonization group while the rest are from
the artistic style transfer group. In Figure 2, we show the
harmonized results generated by baseline methods and our
method. Compared with these baselines, our method can
successfully preserve the foreground content and transfer
style from background image.

For example, our method can preserve fine-grained de-
tails (e.g., row 1, 2) and sharp contours (e.g., row 8) while
transferring the style, which achieves a better balance be-
tween style and content. In contrast, the baseline meth-
ods may under-stylize the foreground so that the foreground
is not harmonious with background, or severely distort the
content structure so that the foreground is hardly recogniz-
able. In some challenging cases, our method can better
transfer the style (e.g., color, texture) and obtain more visu-
ally appealing results (e.g., row 4, 5, 6, 9), while the base-
lines fail to make the foreground style compatible with the
background. Overall, in our harmonized images, the fore-
ground is properly stylized and harmonious with the back-
ground so that the whole image appears to be an intact artis-
tic painting.
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Figure 1. The harmonization results obtained by adding residual
features to different layers.

2. Adding Residuals to Different Layers

As described in Section 3.2 in the main paper, we employ
four residual blocks to learn four layers of residual features.
For the l-th layer of the main encoder, the learned residual
feature F l

r, which is the output from the l-th residual block,
is added to the foreground region in the stylized feature map
F l
a, leading to the refined feature map F̃ l

a.

By default, we add residual features to all four encoder
layers, that is, l = 1, . . . , 4. In this section, we investigate
the impact of adding learned residual features to only two
shallow layers (l = 1, 2) or only two deep layers (l = 3, 4).
As shown in Figure 1, we observe that adding residual fea-
tures only to partial layers may lose some detailed informa-
tion (e.g., small letters on the stop sign in row 1, the front
of the truck in row 3) or generate undesired artifacts (e.g.,
black spots on the chair in row 2), probably because some
layers of feature maps are not well-harmonized. Instead,
after adding residual features to all layers, our method can
produce harmonized results with sharp details, smooth ap-
pearance, and reasonable colors, which demonstrates the ef-
fectiveness of modulating all layers of feature maps.
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Figure 2. From left to right, we show the background image, composite image, foreground mask, the harmonized results of SANet [5],
AdaAttN [3], StyTr2 [2], E2STN [6], DPH [4], and our PHARNet.
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Figure 3. From left to right, we show the foreground object, the harmonized results of the same foreground pasted on different ten
background pictures.

3. The Same Foreground on Different Back-
grounds

We show the harmonized results when pasting the same
foreground on different background images in Figure 3. We
observe that with the preserved content structure, the fore-
ground could be sufficiently stylized and harmonious with
different backgrounds, which demonstrates the generaliza-
tion ability of our method to cope with various combina-
tions of foregrounds and backgrounds.

4. Comparing Different Adversarial Losses

We change our pixel-wise adversarial loss used for both
encoder feature maps and output images to the vanilla ad-
versarial loss in [6] and the domain verification adversarial
loss in [1], while keeping the other network components
unchanged. The adversarial losses in [6] and [1] repre-
sent image-wise adversarial loss and region-wise adversar-
ial loss respectively. Therefore, we actually compare three
types of adversarial losses: image-wise, region-wise, and
pixel-wise adversarial losses.

We show the visual comparison below, which demon-
strates that pixel-wise adversarial loss performs far better
than other types of adversarial losses. Additionally, we in-
vite 50 users to select from three methods for 100 composite
images, which shows that 87% users choose our method.

Figure 4. From left to right, we show the composite image, the
harmonized results of using adversarial loss of [6], [1] and our
method.

5. Multiple Foregrounds on One Background

Our method can be directly applied to the test images
with multiple composite foregrounds. We can just feed the
composite image and mask with multiple foregrounds, pass-
ing through the network once. We show some results in Fig-
ure 5, which shows that our method can harmonize multiple
foregrounds simultaneously.



Figure 5. Example of multiple foregrounds on one background.
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